Root Trace
Root Trace is an application that traces roots over time using time lapse images. It provides
movies of how the software has traced the root, in case of any discrepancies. It can also measure
tip angles and lateral roots. Heat maps and tables of data are created by root trace. Root trace
sometimes has trouble tracing roots that turn more than 45˚ so the measuring should be checked
by the pictures showing each root in the time lapse with its angle and how far the software
measured shown by a line

Installation:
i.

Go to GitHub using this link: https://github.com/dr-richard-barker/image-analysissoftware-and-R-codes

ii. Click the green button to “clone or download”. Click download ZIP. Save the ZIP folder
to a location of your choosing on your computer (ie. desktop).

!
iii. Once the ZIP file is downloaded, click on the folder. Click onto the RootTrace folder and

click to extract all files.
iv. After the extraction is complete, click on the RootTrace application to open the software.
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Measuring Roots:
i.

Under the general tab in the RootTrace software, click next to the box to check “Tip
Angles?”
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ii. Go into the Misc tab and under the Tip angle fitting box, in Tip points to fit (2-30),
change the value to 9. Basically the higher this value, the more points the software will
analyze along the tip of the root. If you put this at 30 it will analyze the 30 turns or angles
along the tip, but the analysis will take a long time! If you use a value of 2, it will only
measure the angle of the root from the starting point to the tip. 9 is a reasonable value to
use for most analyses. (this determines how many time the software calculates the angle
of the straight part of the root).
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iii. Click back to the general tab. Click Advanced. Under Transform image on load check
either Rotate CW or Rotate CCW. The selection depends on how your images were
captured by the camera. After rotation the images should be orientated so that the leaves
are pointed upward and the roots downward (vertically).
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iv. Click “Import Images”
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v.

Select all of the files from one Flashlapse experiment that you wish to analyze (Cntrl + A
to select all). Click open to load them. (Make sure all of the time lapse images are in the
correct order from earliest to latest, and if your images are not in JPEG format change the
bottom right dialog box to read all file types.)
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vi. A window should appear that displays the first image in the dataset. Another smaller
window should appear called “LiveZoom” that shows a magnified image of the image
from the experiment, depending on where the mouse cursor is hovering.

!
vii. On the larger window showing the image of the roots, right click the starting point of the
primary root (you can use the LiveZoom window which shows where the mouse is
zoomed in to provide better accuracy)
viii. In the same larger window showing the image of the roots, left click and drag a box to
select a space next to the root to select the background in the image that the software uses
during analysis.

!
ix. Once all the roots are selected in the same manner as steps 8 and 9, then press GO.

!
x.

The analysis will take some time as the software goes through each image and traces the
roots in each. A “Finished” window will appear when the analysis is complete. The data
from the analysis will automatically be stored in the same folder location as the original
images.

!
xi. Close the RootTrace program and reopen it if there is another set of images or
experimental data to analyze. Repeat the steps above for the next analysis.

Analyzing Root Data:
i.

Open the previously selected output folder for the root data (where the original images
were stored).

ii. Inspect the output file. Sort by file type and look for the file ending in .jpg_data
extension. Double click to open this file in MS Excel.

!
iii. Delete the top row (row 1 with file and roots labels)
iv. Change column 1 to show times of photos (0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, etc.) This is
dependent on the numbers put into the flashlapse. Drag and drop down column A to
replace the file information with time information.
v.

File - Save As - to save the file as a new version (.CSV) in the same folder. Type the
word prepared in front of the file name to distinguish it from the original. Click Yes when
it asks if you want to save this as a CSV file. Note - the second column in the
spreadsheets indicates the length of the root in pixels. A conversion factor is needed to
calculate in mm or cm (take an image of a ruler in the petri dish on the flashlapse).

vi. Load the CSV files into R Shiny app on this website to process the image files. https://
rmtrane.shinyapps.io/RootTrace/
R Shiny is designed to make plots of the data from the CSV file.

!
vii. In the Threshold window, anything above 360 is discarded for angle measurements.
Sometimes RootTrace will put in a value of 999 for angle measurements that it couldn’t
measure. RShiny will ignore those values then. If you are doing Root Length
measurements you may have to change the threshold since the pixel distance could be
longer than 360 pixels. If they convert it to mm or cm ahead of time then the length will
probably not go above the threshold. First column is time, second column is one root,
third column is the other root.
viii. In the Treatment 1 and 2 boxes, upload the prepared files (WT vs Exp) by clicking on
Choose Files. Label the files in the Treatment1 and 2 Boxes. Click Submit/Update Data.
ix. On the right hand side, click on the Data table to see the summary data that was analyzed.
x.

Click on Plot of Treatment to understand the values. Normally, you should see a straight
line going across and slightly increasing (y axis is root length, x axis is time). If there is a
root that goes up and down then that plant would be discarded. The software didn’t
analyze the root length correctly between each image over time.

xi. Click on Plot of Means to show the data from Control vs Experimental. Can exclude

samples that have huge error bars. Check exclude samples from treatment _____. If you
select different treatments below those will be graphed. Click Update to make the plot
(figure).
xii. Click on show plot settings. Change the x-label and y-label to label the axes.
xiii. To do the analysis of root tip angles, go back to the original folder and open the excel file
labeled “tip_angles_to_vertical”.
xiv. In the file, delete the first row again with the labels (Time, Root Tip Angles to Vertical).
xv. Change the first column to time (0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, etc.). Double click on
the lower right hand box in the corner to apply the same time pattern to that entire
column.
xvi. Insert those files into Root Trace. Click Submit/Update Data again. Go to Plot
Treatments and look at the graphs. If it is straight across the plant didn’t respond to the
change in gravitational stimuli.
xvii. Can download Adobe Bridge - Crop all images selected, Under Basic Menu slide Clarity
all the way to the right (+100) to make it easier to have the roots traced by RootTrace.
Select all Images, save them, can change the numbers, save as jpg in a folder that will be
used to import the images into RootTrace. If they are cropped they will be analyzed
faster.
xviii. Once the analysis is done in Bridge. Right click on the images, Develop Settings, Copy
Settings, and then paste onto the next batch of images by right clicking, develop settings,
paste settings, and save the next batch.
xix. Increasing the clarity makes the analysis more reliable in RootTrace and avoids the 999
angle problem.

!

xx. There are several different tables available for reading, and the one with all of the root
lengths will be under the name image1name_data.csv
xxi. Root trace also creates heat maps for each data set.
xxii. There is a opportunity for a mathematician explore some of the numerical coordinates
output files as they need accurately/mathematically modeling.
xxiii. Dr. Richard Barker wordpress website - Easy Graph Production - Box and Whisker plot
production - can show root angle at one timepoint. BoxPlotR - a web-tool for generation
of box plots. Easy to do! For students who can’t handle all the measurements at all the
timepoints. Just look at one timepoint across all seeds. Good starting point for students!
Starts to introduce students to R software. It automatically produces a figure legend
template that students can use in their captions to describe the statistics. The best time
point to do this type of analysis would be the first time point in the data file for root
length so they can see any initial variation in length the moment the experiment started.
Could do this right away. Rows going down are the individual seeds. Columns across are
the different genotypes. Quick reward for one time point. Then move on to the kinetics
data looking at the trends across all timepoints by using RShiny!
xxiv. RootNav can be used to automatically look at directional root traces. Makes beautiful
color images that could be used in a presentation! Click on the root trace to get the angle
information. (angle is listed to vertical up and down). Change measurement to 123
pixels/mm. Otherwise the length information is under the measurement tab.

